Physical Development
 Experiment with different ways of moving.
 Negotiate space successfully when playing racing and
chasing games with other children, adjusting speed or
changing direction to avoid obstacles.
 Show increasing control over an object when pushing,
patting, throwing, catching or kicking it.
 Use one-handed tools and equipment.
ILD ideas for home: use a climbing frame at the
park, ride a bike, play with a ball.

Communication and Language
 Can build their listening and
attention. Can answer ‘how’ and
‘why’ questions.
ILD ideas for home: think of
questions to ask the astronaut,
listen to an adult explain how
something works and explain it
to a friend.

Topic Web Spring 2
To Infinity and
Beyond!

Expressive Arts and Design
 Represent their own ideas, thoughts and
feelings through role play and stories.
 Capture experiences and responses with a
range of media, such as music, dance and
paint and other materials or words.
ILD ideas for home: make a rocket or an
alien.

Understanding the World
 Comment and ask questions about aspects of their familiar
world such as the place where they live or the natural world.
 Use ICT hardware to interact with age-appropriate computer
software.
 Know some of the things that make them unique, and can
talk about some of the similarities and differences in relation
to friends or family.
 Understanding of why a palm cross is a special symbol, or
reminder, for Christians.
ILD ideas for home: complete programs on an iPad or
computer at home, create a family tree, go on a ‘Welly
Walk’.

Believe, Learn, Grow.

Focus Story
The Man on the Moon.
A Day in the Life of
Bob.

Mathematics



In practical activities and discussion, begin to use the vocabulary
involved in adding and subtracting
 Begin to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes and
mathematical terms to describe shapes.
 Order and sequences familiar events.
 Measure short periods of time in simple ways.
 Show an interest in representing numbers.
 Begin to form recognisable numbers.
ILD ideas for home: look for shapes in the environment,
practise writing numbers, use a timer.

Literacy (English)
 Show awareness of rhyme and alliteration.
 Know how to form a sentence.
 Can give meaning to marks made and can use the classroom
to support own learning.
 Can name the letters of the alphabet.
 Can give meaning to my marks. I understand the use of
capital letters and full stops.
 Can form recognisable letters.
ILD ideas for home: make some silly rhyming alien
names, play I spy, write a letter to the astronaut.

Value of the Term: Justice
Judging what is right
Understanding what is fair
Standing up for those who need help
Trying to listen to both sides
Informed and wise decisions
Caring enough to take action
Equal opportunities for all.
ILD ideas for home: record your
child recounting a time when they
have shown justice.

Personal, Social & Emotional Development
 Can tell when they are feeling sad, angry or
happy and show someone.
 Can tell someone how it feels when things are
unfair.
 Can tell someone how they feel if they are
missing someone or have lost someone or
something they care about.
ILD ideas for home: think about the things
that make them happy or sad and draw
pictures to illustrate these feelings.

